Introduction
In the future, global networks will consist of a hierarchy of subnetworks called domains. For reasons of both scalability and security, domains will not reveal details of their internal structure to other nodes. Instead, these domains will advertise only a summary, or aggregated view, of their internal structure, e.g., as proposed by the ATM Forum PNNI standard. A description of the PNNI model is presented in Section 2 of this paper.
When a PNNI node discovers that it cannot continue the VC setup process under the requested QoS, it initiates a back-tracking procedure called "crankback". To this end, it sends a RELEASE message that propagates backwards to the last node that has made a routing decision. The latter is required to compute an alternative route. If an alternative route does not exist, the node continues the roll back process, recursively, by sending a RELEASE message backwards to the originator of the route that was supposed to cross the parent PG. The main idea behind the proposed scheme is to allocate a "quota" to the PGs along the message path, and then to sub-allocate this quota to the son PGs of these PGs. This process continues recursively until reaching the 1-level PG, that contains only physical nodes. The main advantage of the proposed scheme is that it lowers the setup delay and the processing and communication load imposed by signaling messages that establish unused portions of VCs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes in more details the hierarchical routing scheme of ATM PNNI. In Section 3 the concept of crankback is described, and crankback prediction is introduced. Section 4 outlines the hierarchical quota subdivision mechanism. Section 5 discusses several algorithms for computing the quota recursively allocated by each PG to its son PGs. Section 6 presents a statistic approach for this computation. Section 7 presents simulation results of the benefit and loss of each algorithm, and Section 8 concludes the paper.
An Overview of ATM PNNI Routing
The idea of using hierarchical routing in order to avoid the excessive complexity in topology advertisement is discussed in [a, 3, 4, 71. The ATM Forum adopted a hierarchical routing algorithm for the ATM network [l] . According to this concept, the network nodes and links are organized hierarchically. At the highest level of the hierarchy, each node represents an ATM switch and each link represents a physical link or an ATM virtual path (VP). The nodes and links of each level can be recursively aggregated [9, 8, The ATM PNNI is supposed to provide sophisticated &OS routing while still allowing flexibility in the choice of route computation. Hence, each implementation is free to use its own algorithm. This gives rise to source routing, which does not require different switches to agree on the same computation. The switch of the source host creates a hierarchical route consisting of a detailed path within the source node PG, a less detailed path within the source node's parent PG and so on until reaching the lowest level PG which is an ancestor PG to both the source and destination nodes. When the LGN that contains the destination node in the lowest level common ancestor is reached, a new "source" route is computed to descend to the final destination. A "source" route is also computed when necessary by border nodes that determine the best way to cross their PG. The path is encoded as a set of Destination Transit Lists (DTLs), which is explicitly included in a stack within the PNNI signaling call setup request. Each DTL contains the description of a path for one level in the hierarchy. It explicitly specifies every LGN, and optionally every link, used to cross the PG. Each DTL is associated with a pointer that indicates the next element in the list to be processed. The full version of this paper [6] contains a complete overview of the PNNI mechanism and examples for each of the new schemes that are explained in the following.
Normal vs. Predicted Crankback 3.1 PNNI Crankback
The PNNI protocol supports the notion of crankback. Crankback means that the setup of a blocked connection is rolled back to the intermediate node that has created and inserted a DTL into the SETUP message. Recall that such a node must be physically connected to another node outside the blocked PG. This intermediate node attempts to discover an alternative route towards the final destination. If it finds such a route, it creates a new DTL and sends the new SETUP message to the next node along the new route. If an alternative route is not found, the SETUP message is cranked back once again to the previous node that has inserted a DTL.
Setup blocking may occur due to one or more of the following reasons: 1. A link or a node fails before it is traversed by the SETUP message.
2. A non-additive metric associated with a link or a PG is not sufficiently large for the requested &OS.
3.
The aggregated value of an additive metric exceeds the maximum specified by the calling host.
Predicted Crankback
The main motivation for predicted crankback is to alleviate the crankback overhead by decreasing:
1. The setup delay.
The processing and communication load imposed
by signaling message, that establish the unused portions of a VC.
3.
The bandwidth and buffer resources allocated t o the unused portions of the VC. These resources are wasted during the time period between the receipt of a forward SETUP message and a receipt of a backward RELEASE message.
The overhead of these factors increases with the length of the crankbacked segment. Since crankback prediction reduces the length of the crankbacked segment, it reduces this overhead as well.
Crankbacks that are related to link or node failure or to insufficient non-additive metrics can be predicted by checking the designated route against the network topology using the local view of intermediate nodes, and observing that not all the PGs along the rest of the route can support the required &OS. The local view of intermediate nodes is more detailed and updated than that of the node that has designated the route, since the former are closer in time and location to the PG where crankback may occur.
However, predicting a crankback due to insufficient additive metrics is more complicated. This requires nodes to realize that the quota associated with an additive metrics is running out too fast, before it is exhausted. To this end, we propose that each node along the route traversed by the SETUP message will invoke crankback if there exists an additive metric whose remaining quota is predicted to be insufficient for the rest of the routing through the specified DTLs.
The observation we make between "predicted" crankback and "normal" crankback has to do only with the reason for invoking crankback. If crankback is invoked because no route is found for the specified QoS parameters, it is considered to be "normal". If crankback is invoked because an additive metric is running out too fast, it is considered to be "predicted". In both cases, the node that invokes crankback performs the same procedure.
A Scheme for Crankback Prediction
In this section we present a scheme for crankback prediction. The proposed scheme allows the nodes on the message path to initiate a crankback before the quota of an additive QoS metric is completely exhausted, based on an estimate that the quota is running out too fast. As already explained, this might happen because the route traversed so far falls short of expectation, and sooner or later crankback is likely to be invoked. The main idea behind the proposed scheme is to allocate a quota for every additive metric to the active high-level PG along the message path, then to sub-allocate this quota to the active son of the highlevel PG, and to continue this process recursively until reaching the active 1-level PG. When a physical border node of a PG receives a message, it uses its local view of the network in order to find a route for crossing the PG or reaching the destination within the PG, using no more then the specified quota. If such a route does not exist, the predicted crankback procedure is invoked.
To implement this approach, for every additive metric j two new parameters are added to an i-level DTL in the DTL stack: 0 ai-indicates the metric j quota assigned for crossing the active i-level PG. Recall that every DTL has a pointer that points towards the active PG.
0 U;-indicates the total amount of metric j quota spent so far for crossing the i-level PG.
To simplify our notation, we shall concentrate in the following on one metric, and therefore use ai and ai instead of ai and U;. By definition, if the topmost level the message traverses is N , then aN indicates the quota assigned for the whole route, namely the maximum cost specified by the calling host. For every other i, 1 5 i < N , the value of ai is determined by the physical border node of the active i-level PG, based on ui+l, ai+' and other parameters, as discussed in the following.
Recall from Section 2 that upon receiving a SETUP message, a physical border node of an i-level PG pushes a DTL entry into the DTL stack. Our scheme requires that such a physical border node will compute the values of ai and ui for each i, using the algorithm depicted in Figure 2 . A physical border node of an i-level PG is also a physical border node of lower level PGs. Hence, such a node needs to perform steps A and B of the algorithm i times.
Step C , in contrast, is performed only once.
Crankback Prediction Threshold
In this section we define the functions that are used in step A.2 of the algorithm specified in Figure 2 for predicting crankback and deriving the quota distributed to the son PGs. We start by defining the following terms:
and Quota Subdivision 0 cz = The estimated delay for crossing PG(X), as advertised by the PGL of PG(X). Note that C Y ' and c2 do not change between the time the message enters PG(D) (the active 2-level PG) and the time it leaves PG(D). In fact, the value of c' is not even transmitted with the DTL, but is flooded to the participating nodes using the PNNI normal topology advertisement mechanism. The parameters that do change while the message is routed through the PG are U' and p 2 .
We now define a new function f , that uses CY', E', pi and other parameters, in order to determine whether or not to invoke predicted crankback. This function recursively divides the quota among the PGs along the planned route. If at some point, the quota already spent in the active i-level P G , namely 8, is greater o ( a , b ) . The main weakness of f~l p~ is that linear subdivision of the quota is intolerance to the variance in the ratio between the advertised and actual costs. Consequently, the probability for false prediction, namely unnecessary invocation of crankback increases.
The second f function we propose is DECAY, defined as follows:
where g ( z ) is a monotonically decreasing function, defilled for 0 < z < l , and yielding a value > l . The closer the current node is to to the beginning of the route, the greater g's value would be. Function y converges to 1 as z approaches 1, namely when the SETUP message reaches the end of the PG.
DECAY aims in solving the drawback of ~L I N . It is more tolerant to higher costs than expected at the beginning of the path, and less tolerant as the message reaches the end of the PG.
The last function we propose is f c o~v .
Its aim is t o find out whether the chances to cross the rest of the PG using the allocated quota, based on the aggregated estimations for the rest of the route are high enough with respect to a given threshold. The properties of f c o~v are explained in Section 6. 
Crankback Prediction According to
This section presents a crankback mechanism based on statistic rather than deterministic analysis. The idea is that every son PG of the active i level PG advertises the probability density f u n c t i o n ( p d f ) of its crossing delay. The advertised statistic information is then used for crankback prediction during each step of the setup procedure. The pclf statistics parameters can be advertised by the PNNI topology advertisement mechanism. For independent, but identically distributed, delay p d h , the end to end distribution function can be derived by convolution. The correlation coefficient of traffic on successive network links was calculated in [lo] . While some correlation exist, the degree of which seems to be small, and the independence assumption appears valid for the cases where
Statistic Measures
the target connection occupies only a small fraction of the total link capacity.
The work in [lo] uses the accumulation algorithm in order to compute the end-to end cell t r a n s f e r delay (CTD). In this section we suggest to use the accumulative CTD function for deriving the crankback probability at each stage of the setup process. We propose an algorithm that evaluates the probability for crossing the PG, or reaching the destination within the PG, using no more than the specified quota.
In what follows we derive the statistical condition for crankback based on the p d f advertised by every node along the route. We consider an z-level PG that contains N = lei[ son PGs. The allocated quota for crossing this PG, namely c y i , is determined based on the algorithm in Figure 4 . For simplicity, we omit the level superscript (i) notation from all expressions in the following. Using accumulative pdf, we derive the predicted crankback probability at each node along the route. If the calculated probability is higher than some threshold, predicted crankback is invoked. We start by defining the following terms:
= the probability density function advertised by the j'th son of the considered i-level PG. This son will be refered to as P G ( j ) .
E ( p d f ( j ) ) and VAR(pdf(j)) = the average and variance of p d f ( j ) .
0 u ( j ) = the total amount of delay spent for crossing P G ( j ) .
T = The threshold probability, that determines whether or not to invoke predicted crankback. 0 u(1.. . j ) = u(k) = the actual accumulative delay from the first son P G of the considered ilevel PG to the j ' t h one. Hence, (Y -u(1.. . j ) indicates the quota left for crossing the rest of the active i-level PG after crossing its j'th son PG.
The proposed algorithm uses convolution in order to derive at each node the distribution function of the accumulative delay for the rest of the route. To this end, we define for every j , 1 5 j 5 N The method for deriving the crankback probability at each node along the path is described in Figure 3 . . ( j -l ) ) , whereas the dashed line represents the center of the accumulative pdf. The probability, P f a i l ( j ) , for consuming more than the remaining quota which would lead to crankback is given by the area bounded by the solid-line p d f ( j . . . N ) . Hence, the following holds:
For symmetrical pdf function this probability is larger than 0.5 when the solid-line is located left to the central line. Crankback prediction is invoked be-
Pfail(j) 2 T holds. As discussed later, selecting the right value of T has a great impact on the success of the algorithm.
Eq.4 holds for a general distribution function. However, the algorithm can be simplified for a Gaussian distribution, in which case the pdf can be derived analytically due to the assumption that the delays in successive links along the route are independent. 
The results for Eq.6 can be derived from the common probabilistic tables of the complementary error function. Figure 4 depicts three representative cases for the case where predicted crankback is invoked successfully (a) , where predicted crankback is not invoked (b), and where it is unnecessarily invoked (c). In these figures, the calculated value of P f a i l ( j ) is presented as a function of the node number along the path. Figure 4 (a) demonstrates a case of successful predicted crankback, that saves the need to traverse nodes 7 and 8 before crankback is invoked. Figure 4(b) presents the case where the procedure makes a correct decision not to invoke crankback, because P f a i l ( j ) for j = 1 . . .10 is smaller than the threshold 7. Finally Figure 4 (c) depicts the case of false prediction (at the 8 t h node).
Simulation results
To study the performances of the proposed algorithms, we ran simulations on a randomly generated 3-level hierarchical network, where each PG represents a fully connected graph that contains on the average, 36 son PGs. These PGs were connected by randomly selected edges, whose average number is 54. The aggregation mechanism for additive metrics in our PNNI model is that each PG advertises one metric that denotes the average delay needed for crossing it between all border node pairs. The simulation software computes the average delay and advertises a value which is normally distributed around the computed delay.
We have used 3 g functions for obtaining the results 
I
The results are depicted in Figure 6 (a), Figure 6 (b) and Figure 6 (c). In a similar way we simulated the crankback prediction mechanism using fcoNv as described in Section 6 with threshold values ranging from 0 to 1. The results are presented in Figure 6 (d).
YieldiIlg fDECAY-1 fDECAY-2 and fDECAY-3 respectively. These'functions are depicted in Figure 5 . With respect to fDECAY-1, fDECAY-2 and fDECAY-3, the parameter M represents the tolerance factor and it is equal to gi(0) (For example, for all the three functions in Figure 5 , M = 3). In all 3 funct.ions, the tolerance decreases as the message advances in the PG. We used values between A4 = 1 t o &I = 4 in DECAY. Note that when M = 1, ~D E C A~ is equivalent to ~L I N since that in this particular case for 0 5 z 5 l , g ( z ) = 1. and fDECAY-2 as the routing proceeds. As is evident from Figure 6 , C P G (~D E C A Y -~) and c P G ( f~~c~y -2 ) decline very fast for large Values of A4 because such values yields tolerance that reduce the benefits of crankback prediction as the setup proceeds towards the destination.
Hence, for M = 4, c P G ( f~~c~y -3 )
is much larger than is not that much higher than F P L ( f D E C A Y -2 ) and F P L ( fDECAY-1). Hence, the total gain from the prediction mechanism, namely CPG minus FPL, is the greatest when DECAY^ is employed and with values that are greater than 2.
The finding for f c o~v are very similar to those of DECAY. However, since f c o~v predicts crankback by using advertised information that is not used in the various DECAY functions, the variance of pdf for each PG along the route, it achieves the best results. 8 
Conclusions
The paper proposed a novel scheme for crankback prediction for hierarchical ATM networks, that initiates crankback before the &OS quota is exhausted.
The main purpose of the scheme is lowering the PNNI connection setup delay and alleviating the processing and communication load imposed by the signaling messages that establish the unused portion of VCs.
In order to predict crankback, the scheme subdivides the QoS quota recursively among the network nodes. Some algorithms for subdividing the quota have been presented and discussed. Some of them use deterministic considerations, and one is based on probabilistic considerations. The latter determines the probability for connection setup failure after computing the probability density function of the quota required for the remaining portion of the route.
We investigated the performances of the proposed algorithms by simulations. Our conclusions are that the probabilistic approach is the best one. However that approach requires the PNNI nodes to advertise statistic measures, which is not a part of the PNNI standard. Among the deterministic approaches the best is the one that uses a convex decay function.
